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ABSTRACT

The aim of the research presented in this paper is to find out whether automatic classif,ication of ships from Forward Looking
InfraRed (FLIR) images is feasible in maritime patrol aircraft. An image processing system has been developed for this øsk.
It includes iterative shading correction and a top hat hlter for the detection of the ship. It uses a segmentation algorithm
based on the gray value distribution of the waves and the Hough transform to locate the waterline of the ship.

A model has been developed to relate the size of the ship and the angle between waterline and horizon in image coordinates,
to the real-life size and aspect angle of the ship. The model uses the ca¡nera elevation and distance to the ship. A data set was

used consisting of two civil ships and four different frigates under different aspect angles and distances. From each of these

ship images, 32 features were calculated, among which are the apparent size, the location of the hot spot and of the

superstructures of the ship, and moment invariant functions.

All features were used in feature selection processing using both the Mahalanobis and nearest neighbor (NN) criteria in
forward, backward, and branch & bound feature selection procedures, to hnd the most significant features.

Classification has been performed using a k-NN, a linear, and a quadratic classifier. In paficular, using the l-NN classifier,
good results were achieved using a two-step classification algorithm.
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1. OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE

Several methods have been described in literature to perform the automatic classification of ships from FLIR images. Note

that most papers a¡e l0 to 20 years old, which is a long time for an image processing and pattern recognition application.

Depending on the data used, which differs from real FLIR images [4, 8] to recorded paintings [4], simulated images Il],
and visual-light images [6], most methods need some pre-processing before the objects can be detected. Detection itself is

performed manually [4] or automatically, depending on the quality of the images, and the number of objects in a single
lmage.

Together with detection, a Region Of Interest (ROI) is decla¡ed and the ship is segmented. This has been done by methods
varying from a simple threshold [6, 8, 9] to two-class relaxation algorithms [4] and edge detection [8], depending on the

difference in temperature between object and background in the rmages.

The calculated features can be divided into th¡ee groups. Features can be calculated using the gray value distribution, by
using moments and moment invariant functions U 1, l4l. Also, features can be calculated using the shape of the silhouette,
like location and size of the superstructures [4, 6, 8, 9]. Beside this, the location of the hot spot, being the funnel for most

ships, can be used as a feature [3].

The classification of ships has been done by two classes of methods, namely k-Nea¡est Neighbor (k-l'{N) classification I l,
l4l and using a binary decision tree [6, 8].

The performances of all methods a¡e hard to compare because of the large variety in data and number of classes used.

Results of 7U93Vo [4] and 63-907o [8] correct classihcations were obtained using real data and over eight classes.
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2. IMAGES USED

Although ages were available for this
project, it s. This was because the data
had to me le:

¡ The ships in the images had to be known.
¡ The height of the camera had to be known.
o The distance of the ships had to be known or calculable.o Of each class, images with several aspect angles were needed.

As a result, most of the images could not be used.

The images used were recorded with a Barr & stroud Ltd. IRlg c¿ìmera
on umatic tape. The images were digitized using an g-bit frame grabber
toT2Oby 576 pixels.

The camera has a field ofview offive degrees horizontar and three
degrees vertical. It operates in the 8-12¡rm region and has a ccIR video
output.

Figure I Image directly from the frame grabber:

ships: two civ
n all different I and

with differen
¡mages were randomly chosen to be used as test set, see Table
platform, at an altitude of 100m. Most images contained ships at ranges betrveen 4 and 7 km.

Table I Number of images in each of the data sets.

# images
shio

training set test set random test set

Rossetti
coaster
Euro
Eili

Coventry
Bowen

6
2
8

l3
l5
l0

ll 8
98
158
158
t68
168

Total: 54 &82

3. IMAGE PROCESSING

Tote able to classifo ships' that is, to do pattern recognition, features are needed for each object. However, the calculationof features is not possible on raw images (see Figure l). A small RoI is needed for this pu.porã.

To obtain this RoI, first shading is removed by fitting a quadratic surface to the image and subfiacting it from the image.The ship can be detected using a top-hat transfõrm (seã tl jl). This way the funnel, beiig the primary hor-spor of the ship, islocated in the image.

The segmentation used is quite simple. It is based on the statistical distribution of the waves. The gray values from waveshave an almost Gaussian distribution, with a larger number of points at the higher gray values because of the existence of
where p and o are the
Pixels which were not
is to fill these gaps with

2a). into account (see figure

- 

'
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Figure 2a Images after segmentation. Left the binary
segmented image and right the gray value image.

Figure 2b Images after skewing. The features are
calculated from these images.

A Hough transform [12] is applied to a gradient filtered version of the gray scale ROI to frnd the waterline of the ship, which
appears relatively bright in the images. The quantization of the Hough-space is done automatically [12]. Finally, the ship is
skewed based on the waterline orientation, to have it horizontal for further processing (see Figure 2b).

4. CALCULATION OF REAL DIMENSIONS

From the size of the ship in the image, the true size of the ship can be calculated. To do this, hrst the distance of the ship has
to be known. Using the fact that the height of the camera was fixed and known, the distance d of the ships can be calculated

withd=þR_JM,withRtheradiusoftheearth,lrtheheightofthecamera,and$theanglebetweenthe
horizon and the ship. For this, the horizon had to be in the image, which was the case in all images.

In an operational system this distance can be retrieved from flying height and the elevation of the camera, or by direct
distance measurements using radar or laser range frnder. The first method has the advantage that a passive method is used,
making the plane harder to detect.

Now that the distance to the ship is known, the real aspect angle can be calculated from the elevation of the camera and the
measured aspect angle in the image oq by:

tana:
d, = alctan- (see Figures 3a and 3b)p

Using the real aspect angle o,, the elevation of the camera p and the distance of the ship d, the real dimensions of the ship
can be calculated by

neh
Irup = N *"o,2"^;

me"
,nio =ffiþzrtni for the height. In thesefor the length, and

formulas, n and m are the horizontal number of pixels over the length and the vertical number of pixels over the height of the
ship in the image after shading corection, N and M are the total number of pixels horizontally and vertically and 0¡ and 0u
are the horizontal and vertical field of view of the camera.

side view

top view
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Figure 3a Definition of the aspect angle oÇ. Figure 3b Definition of the camera elevation p



5. FEATURES

The real height and 
-length 

of the ships a¡e used as features, but for high classification performance, more features arenecessary' All other features a¡e calculated from the binary silhouette and/ãr the gray vdueïol, both after rt"*ing ,o rhutthe waterline is horizontal.

The features used can be divided in the following groups:
1. size parameters
2. location and height of superstructures
3. moment invariant functions (both of binary and gray value images)
4. hot spot & cold spot
5. centroid of binary image

Ofeach group, a short description is given below.

size parameters The size of the ship (its length and height) is measured in the image (in pixels) together with the aspectangle in the image. From these values, the reai length andieight (in meters) of the shi! can be calculated.

location and height ofsuperstructures The x- and y-locations ofthe highest four superstructures (mast, cabin, funnel, etc.)as seen in the binary image are used as features' The iocations are given-rólative to the total length and height ofthe ship. Forthe image scaled to l0 by 5 pixels, the highest two superstructures are arso used.

binary a disadvantage that the moment
e changes, second anã third_order cenúal
and transl ved [2]. These seven momenr
both the b

hot spot & cold spot The x- and y-location of the largest region of hot pixels (hottest 5vo) andcold pixels (coldest 57o)within the ship are used as features. Again, the locationsL relätive to the total length and height of the ship.

centroid of binary image After øking the distance transform of the binary image, the point with the highest value is calledthe cent¡oid of the image. The x- and y-locations of this point, relative ro the length and height of the ship, a¡e used asfeatures.

6. FEATURE SELECTION AND CLASSIFICATION

amount of features is too large. A classifier needs a small number
ially with the smail number of training images available for each
etails of the training data, rather than to extract the overall trends,

Before feature selection can be done, we normalize the features. This is performed, for all features, by subtracting the meanand dividing by the standard deviation of all training data. For the testing data, rhe means and standard deviations of thetraining data are used.

To find o or bad performance is needed. In this research, twomeasures
backward Mahalanobis measure (see [l]). We used forward,

lng set of features.

Th¡ee classification methods are considered, which will be described below.

6.1 Ne¿rest neighbor classilier

-NN) method search he ¡t nearest objects. The object is assigned to theof these k objects' k-NN algorithm used automatically adjusted the
. with all experimen turned out to be one.



6.2 Linear classilier

AlineardiscriminantfunctionDisafunctionoftheform Do=aooxo**eet_tx¡t_r+...+aAoxas,inwhichx¡¿ is
feature /< of class A and a¡¡ is a parameter adjusted by training. This function is derived for each class. The object will be
assigned to the class for which the discriminant function is the largest.

As a linear classiflter, the minimum leased squares linear classifier (mlslc) has been used, which is based on the Fisher's
discriminant [] and has two modes of operation:

¡ Single: Between each class and the combined set of other classes a single linear classifier is computed.
¡ Multiple: For each of the i classes a combined linear classifier is computed separating it from the other i-,1 classes. This

increases the computing time by about a factor i.

In both modes the error during training is minimized in least squares sense.

6.3 Quadratic classilier

A non-linea¡ classifier has a discriminant function which is not linear in the features. To const¡uct such a function, a larger
number of training objects is needed because the number of degrees of freedom is larger. The normal densities based
quadratic classifier (nqc) has been used []. This classifier assumes normally distributed classes and f,rnds the quadratic (n-
dimensional) surface which optimizes classification performance.

7. RESULTS

To choose the optimal feature sets, all three classifiers are now used on all feature sets generated by feature selection with all
feature selection methods and both criteria. From these classification results, the best-performing feature sets are chosen for
each classifier. The classifiers with the smallest number of classification errors are listed in Table 2. From these results, it
can easily be concluded that the l-NN classification method gives the best results.

Ofeach ofthe feature sets used above, the features are listed below.

l. civil versus frigate, l-NN, th¡ee features
¡ height ofthe ship
¡ first moment function on binary image
o fifth moment function on binary image

civil versus frigate, mlslc, four features
. height of the ship
r y-coordinate ofthe center ofhot spot
r first moment function on binary image
¡ sixth moment function on binary image

civil versus frigate, nqc, four features
. height ofthe ship
o y-coordinate ofthe center ofthe hot spot
. first moment function on binary image
¡ sixth moment function on binary image

6-class, 1-NN or mlslc, eleven features
¡ height ofthe ship
o y-coordinate ofthe third superstnrcture
o x-coordinate of the center of the hot spot
e y-coordinate ofthe centerofthe hot spot
. first moment function on gray value image
¡ second moment function on gray value image
¡ third moment function on gray value image
o fourth moment function on gray value image
¡ first moment function on binary image
¡ fourth moment function on binary image
¡ x-coordinate ofthe centroid ofthe binary

image
6-class, nqc, one feature

. height ofthe ship

Because the classiltcation between civil ships and frigates is almost perfect, there should be no wrong classifications from a
civil ship to a frigate and vice versa, when,looking at the confusion matrix after 6-class classification. So there should be no
classifications in the gray regions of Table 3. However, there is a significant number of erroneous classifications in these
regions, indicating that classification might proht from a two-step classification scheme.

5.
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First, classihcation is performed between civil ships and frigates. Then, two separate classifications are performed, one

between the two civil ships and the second betweenìhe four frigates. The results of the separate classifications are shown in

Table 4.

Table 2 classification results using the best-performing feature sets. The

code for the used feature selectíon method is made of the used criterion
(Nearest Neighbor or Mahalanobis) and the used feature selection method

Table 3 Confusion matrix after 6-class classification using the l'NN classilier.

Table 4 Results of two'step classification. The code for tùe

used feature selection method is made of the used criterion
(Nearest Neighbor or Mahalanobis) and the used feature

selection method (Forward, Backward).

classification method
feature selection method

#features
EITOT

civil
shios

frigates

I-NN
NN.b

I
OVo

I-NN I-NN I-NN
NN-b NN.f NN-f
l1 8 7

3.l%o 6.2Vo 9.47o

When classification between civil ships and frigates is done using three features and l-NN, and classification between

frigates is done using eleven features and l-NN, the total classification error becomes 4.2Vo. One error for the 2-class

classification, no €nors for the classification of civil ships and one error for the frigates (3.lVo of 4x8 ships), so

( 2"rrorc L .-, . This is better than classifying all classes simultaneous, which gave an error of lO. Vo.
lÙOVo x I 

----:-- 
l= +.¿Ya

\ 6classes x óshrqs )

(Forward or Backward).

classification method
feature selection method

{ffeatures
CTTOT

2-class, civil versus
frieate

Gclass

l-NN mlslc nqc

NN-b M-f M.b
344

2.lVo 2.lVo 6.3Vo

l-NN mlslc nqc

NN-f NN-b M-b
ll ll I

lD.47o 25.07o 54.27o

the number of test images for each class is eigbL
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The features, used in the two-step classification are:

l. civil versus frigates, l-NN, three features
¡ heighr ofthe ship
o f¡rst moment function on binary image
¡ fifth moment function on binary image

2. civil ships, l-NN, one featu¡e of the following two
¡ heighr ofthe ship
¡ x-coordinate ofthe centroid ofthe binary

image

3. frigates, l-NN, eleven features
¡ height ofthe ship
o lengrh of the ship
o x-coordinate of the first superstructurg
r y-coordinate ofthe second superstructure
o y-coordinate of the third superstmcture
o x-coordinate ofthe hot spot
¡ second moment function on gray value image
¡ second moment function on binary image.
. f¡fth moment function on binary image
¡ x-coordinate of the centroid of the binary image
o y-coordinate of the centroid of the binary image

8. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The goal of the research described in this paper was to see whether a system could be made for the automatic classification
of ships in FLIR images. The conclusion can be drawn that this is possible, although further research is needed before anoperational system is ready. Below, some further conclusions will bL drawn and recommendations for further study will begrven.

8.1 Conclusions

A system has been made which can automatically detect a ship, calculate its real dimensions and extract features from it.With these features, it is able to distinguish between the diffeient ships and to distinguish berween the civil ships and the
frigates' This shows that an operational automatic classifier could well Le possible.

Some f¡rther conclusions can be drawn from this resea¡ch:

o For the feature selection, it is necessary to use both forward and backward selection, with both the Mahalanobis and the
nearest neighbor criteria, as no single method produces optimal performance for all classification problems.¡ It Proved necessary to use different kinds offeatures together. Iiis not possible to recommend one specific class of
features.

o The l-nearest neighbor classifier performs best.

8.2 Further research

Before an operational system is ready, there are several problems which will have to be solved.

o other classes of ships should be evaluated, and classes consisting of more than one ship should be used.o It should be evaluated how many images will be necessary to describe a class in the training set. Both the number of
different ships in each class, and the number ofaspect angles per ship have to be known.o More features should be evaluated. Also features should be found to distinguish between other classes.o The generation of a training set should be made easier. This might be done by using features which can be calculated
from existing ship-databases, like Jane's Fighting Ships [10].o other classification-methods should be evaluated. For example neural nets and decision trees that make use of expert-
knowledge.

o There is a problem when ships are seen from the front or back. These images look very different and the detection of the
waterline will probably go wrong. These images could be detected by loòking at thclength-to-height ratio of the ship,
which will become very small. Then the images could be rejected or a darabase could be available *Lrr, t"ä-"ìr* irä*
all classes.
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